First Steps For
UNDECLARED STUDENTS

UNDECLARED STUDENTS ARE HERE TO EXPLORE AND DISCOVER.

With guidance, the first semesters are an opportunity -- to try-out new ideas, become curious, and find your academic path.

1. **Choose your classes strategically.** GE classes are also lower division prerequisites for many majors (maybe yours?).

2. **Assess your Goals and Motivation.** What has been most enjoyable? Where have you excelled? Choose a direction that includes the areas that are interesting and exciting to you.

3. **Explore Widely!** There are more degrees at SDSU than most people realize (90+!). We have many unique majors that are unfamiliar, for example Gerontology, Social Work, and Urban Studies.

4. **Know in Advance.** Before declaring, be aware of the minimum GPA requirements of each department.

5. **Use MyMap!** This feature allows you to become familiar with the usual progression of your courses. Run your degree evaluation "as if" you are in the major.

**PLAN TO DECLARE A (PRE) MAJOR BY YOUR FOURTH SEMESTER.**